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The main elements of System 180 furniture are made of stainless 

steel tubing and black coloured medium density fibreboard (MdF). 

The stainless steel tubes are formed into emission-free components 

that can be screwed together directly, creating the stable basic 

structure of the furniture. 

Modularity of the individual parts
The MdF panels, which are coated with various decors, are proces-

sed into components on woodworking centres. These components 

are used to fill the surfaces of the basic structure as required and to 

extend the compartments with the desired functions.
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The dimensions of the components are based on a grid of 180 milli-

metres. This means that the geometry of the furniture can be deter-

mined according to functional needs and spatial conditions.

Due to the modularity of the construction system, furniture can be 

subsequently changed at any time and thus adapted to a changed 

functional need or a new spatial situation. Due to the standardisation 

Design and structure
of the components, surplus components can be used elsewhere and 

newly required components can be easily added. Damaged compo-

nents can be repaired or refurbished in the factory. Due to the high 

stability of the basic structure, furniture castors can also be added 

later, for example to transform fixed shelving units into mobile room 

dividers.
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The compartments of the basic structure can be fitted with shelves, 

doors, pull-out shelves, suspension files, brochure flaps, magazines 

and coat rails. These functional accessories are screwed to the side 

panels that are universally prepared for this purpose. This means 

that the accessories can also be retrofitted and new functions added. 

Accessoires and extensibility
The rewritable, magnetic and pinable FlexBoard Pro can be attached 

directly to the basic structure by means of profiles added for this 

purpose. The FlexBoards Pro can thus also be used as mobile units 

across different furniture.

The modular approach and the ability to dismantle the individual 

parts offer a high degree of flexibility in adapting to changing spatial 

and functional requirements and enable good repairability and reusa-

bility. In combination with the clear, functional and timeless design, 

a high level of durability of the System 180 furniture is guaranteed.
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heycar is the somewhat different used car exchange. The team 

of the start-up founded in 2017 has set itself the goal of making 

the search for a new used car faster, easier and safer than ever 

before. That’s why you’ll only find the best vehicles at heycar: 

put through their paces by selected quality dealers, maximum 

8 years old, less than 150,000 km mileage and with guarantee.

In 2018, minimum Projekt receives the order to develop a furnis-

hing concept for the start-up initiated by Volkswagen Financi-

al Services. Under the title “heyvillage”, the team develops a 

tailor-made multispace concept in the old Quelle department 

store in Berlin’s Wedding district. Based on a novel consulting 

and planning approach, 3,500 sqm of space, spread over 3 

floors, will be used to create type-appropriate workplaces for 

around 250 employees. Already in November 2018 the first floor 

could be occupied. The project should be completed in 2019.

minimum develops the spatial concept in several layers around 

the central atrium. The sluice between the inner and outer zones 

forms a multifunctional, ceiling-high shelf structure that can be 

used on both sides. With black pipes and surfaces, the struc-

ture appears elegant despite its stately dimensions. In the base 

there are lockable compartments for the private objects of the 

employees. Above the lockers, the structure becomes airy and 

serves as a screen, support for whiteboards, plants or decorati-

ve exhibits.

HeyCar
In the outer ring, desktop workplaces, meeting rooms, telephone 

booths and the coffee lounge are arranged along the windows. 

A special highlight is the mobile arena. Four circular segments, 

each with three steps, serve as grandstands for presentations, 

unofficial meetings or for the joint film event. High-quality 

acoustic curtains can be used to visually and acoustically screen 

individual zones if required. Carpets with net structure and open 

ceilings with visible building services underline the identity of a 

digital company.

A coordinated colour concept ensures tranquillity in the area and 

sets luminous highlights in the network zones. The large-format 

tapeart is a privacy screen for the meeting booths and an emotio-

nal mission statement.

We congratulate on an unconventional design concept, thank the 

minimum team for the great cooperation and look forward to the 

further construction phases.

PROJECT DETAILS

Client: Mobility Trader GmbH

Designer/Planner: minimum

Photography: Michael Mann

Furniture: Room dividers, shelves, bar tables, whiteboards, 

pinboards

Location: Berlin

Realisiert: 2018/2019
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THE VIELD is an Offsite Innovation Space outside of Berlin. 

The Space is completely geared towards the needs of teams and 

cooperative work and is therefore unique in concept and locati-

on. Based on extensive user research, THE VIELD was designed 

to be flexible and open and offers various workstations for work-

shop formats and sleeping facilities for 20 team members. 

THE VIELD’s goal is to promote and challenge new ways of 

thinking and working concepts through a new, modern setting.

THE VIELD aims to break out of the old structures and break 

new ground. In the conceptual and methodical work in the team, 

previously hidden resources and talents, possibilities and ways 

open up.

The Vield
With a broad network of coaches and consultants, as well as 

years of experience in supporting a wide variety of companies, 

THE VIELD also offers the opportunity to be accompanied in 

terms of content and fully comprehensive, even outside the 

location.

In addition to being used as a team offsite space, THE VIELD is a 

place where conferences, open workshops, bar camps, hacka-

thons and networking events on the topic of new work will take 

place. Away from the big city, ideas literally find space here.

The equipment of THE VIELD was exclusively realized in part-

nerships with high-quality companies.

PROJECT DETAILS

Client: TeamedUp UG

Designer/Planner: Louisa Löwenstein und Caspar Schmick

Photography: Clemens Richter

Furniture: Shelves, DT-Line tables, DT-Line Whiteboards, SitUps, 

FlexBoards Pro, ToolRack

Location: Vielitzsee

Realisiert: 2020
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Since 2008, EUREF AG has been developing its campus at the 

Gasometer in Schöneberg as a “real laboratory of the energy 

turnaround” and has already been meeting the German govern-

ment’s CO2 climate targets for 2050 since 2014.

The German Energy Agency dena has recently become part of 

the innovative community of business and science that has sett-

led on the EUREF campus.

Our sales partner minimum Projekt and mintdesign were com-

missioned to design the interior of dena’s new offices with a with 

a focus on sustainability, flexibility and efficiency. The synergstic 

concept of the campus is represented in the in the overall interi-

or design concept of the furniture used.

dena
On the one hand, DT-Line tables enable agile work in flexible 

constellations for dena teams. On the other hand, our furniture 

found its place in the design of minimum as reception counters, 

shelves and and our new Locker cabinets.

Together with furniture from other manufacturers, a successful 

working environment has been created that meets current re-

quirements in terms of ergonomics, room acoustics and lighting 

design and interprets them in a contemporary way.

PROJECT DETAILS

Client: Deutsche Energie-Agentur GmbH

Designer/Planner: minimum projekt and mintdesign

Photography: Clemens Richter

Furniture: Reception counter, Locker Sideboards, DT-Line Table, 

TV Stand, Wardrobes

Location: EUREF-Campus, Berlin-Schöneberg

Realisiert: 2020
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As a holistic urban developer in the economic region of Göt-

tingen, Hanover and Kassel, EBR pursues one goal – the city 

of tomorrow. The company’s strengths lie in the creation and 

management of visionary real estate projects. Sustainability 

was a core consideration, driving both the selection of the new 

office landscape of the EBR in a revitalized industrial wasteland, 

as well as the creation of a suitable framework for a New Work 

working world.

In cooperation with interior designer Susanne Philippson, the 

redesigns’ goal was defined as offering various room options 

that can be flexibly used by employees. Different areas enable 

concentrated work, provide space for creativity and encourage 

communication. Desk sharing enables agile working methods 

and facilitates communication in interdisciplinary, sometimes 

virtual project teams.

EBR Projektentwicklung

PROJECT DETAILS

Client: EBR Projektentwicklung

Designer/Planner: Susanne Philippson

Photography: Roland Halbe

Furniture: K Table System high desk, BridgePro high desks, 

modular room divider, DT-Line Table T6 and T6 S, 

stool HighTool

Location: Göttingen

Realisiert: 2020

System 180’s almost ceiling-high room structures provide pri-

vacy and general storage space, while agile work and commu-

nication are encouraged by the high desks, an inviting lounge 

area and the functional workshop concept. In addition, there are 

System 180 containers in which employees can store their work 

documents and notebooks to move between workstations and 

different rooms.
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Storage Space

The furniture system allows you to custom-build shelving, doors, 

drawers, magazine racks and other specialised accessories into your 

furniture, entirely according to your needs.

System 180 furniture can be customised, according to formal

requirements and practical needs, for a wide variety of tasks.

You can find a short overview of the most important options

here. Your local specialist partner can show you the complete

spectrum of options.

The furniture system
Reception

The furniture system shows off its strengths to the full when used to

create check-in counters. Whether you need an I, L or U-form counter,

the clear structure of your reception desk will welcome your visitors with

its attractive, high-end appearance. You can integrate workstations in the

space behind the counter with a flexibility that lets you cater for many needs.

Partitions

With 7 widths, 6 heights, 7 depths and 13 decorative finishes to choose

from, you are completely free to shape the larger spaces in your office

into your own structures with precisely the dimensions you need, and to

create new spaces for other tasks, such as seating or display platforms

for decorative objects or plants. The use of sturdy casters allows even

large structures to be moved around easily on even surfaces.
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The desk system
Foldable tables RackPod

The RackPod-Series is our smart range of tables for mobile working.

Thanks to its foldable frame and the optional casters, tables in the

RackPod range are simple to assemble, easy to move around your space

and can be stowed away quickly when not in use. The optional accesso-

ries can be fitted with no need for tools, and allow you to store away your

technical devices and other working materials neatly and practically

BridgePro

The BridgePro table programme offers versatile models for a mobile 

working environment. Elegant tabletops with a thickness of only 16 mm 

are used on the reduced frame with the striking legs. 

The standard castors allow easy movement and the 2:1 edge ratio enab-

les positioning in many formations. Smart technology management can 

be integrated as an option.

K Table System

The K Table System is our modular system for larger tables. Whether you 

need a surface for conference or meeting, and whether you want them 

at sitting or standing height, equipped with technical device manage-

ment fittings or on casters for mobility – the K-Series offers endless 

options. 

Our work surface designs

Using our furniture system, you can create your own unique combi-

nations of storage spaces and work surfaces. The options range from 

practical storage space for file storage, via our classic corner desk com-

bination, up to and including the FlexDesk (p. 7), as a standing-height 

table designed for quick visits to the office.
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Developed together with the HPI School 

of Design Thinking in Potsdam, the De-

sign Thinking Line® (DT-Line) is consis-

tently geared to the needs of dynamic 

teamwork.

DT-Line Boards

Magnetic and writable whiteboards in three 

different sizes hold ideas and work results in a 

simple way and can be positioned on castors 

wherever they are needed.

The Design Thinking Line®

DT-Line Tables

The standing-height tables keep the team 

active. The optional StuffBoxes embedded in 

the table surfaces allow quick access to Post-

its and writing utensils. On their second-level 

shelf, work materials are always at hand and 

the castors allow for easy movement around 

the room.

DT-Line ToolRacks

The 6-step process of design thinking requires 

different materials depending on the phase. 

The semi-transparent boxes of the ToolRacks 

provide ample space for prototyping materials.

SitRack

In agile working mode, employees are wande-

rers between the different zones of the Multi 

Space Office. With the SitRack, every emplo-

yee has a mobile piece of furniture that not only 

offers a seat for the short, informal meeting, 

but also stores the most important personal 

items and office supplies in a practical box.

SitUp

With its structure of stainless steel tubing and 

the three steps, the SitUp stand module is ver-

satile, light and stable at the same time. 

Up to three people can sit on the three levels. 

With its low weight and two smooth-running 

furniture castors, SitUp can be easily moved, 

positioned and configured with several modules 

to form larger and smaller formations.
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